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Dedication
This book is dedicated to
the children of the Divine Creator—
my brothers and sisters all.
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Preface
This book is about spiritual truths. It is a central tenet of this book that a Universal
Presence or Divine Creator exists, and the terms are used interchangeably herein.
If you read this book, you either believe in a Divine Creator, you believe in the possibility
that a Divine Creator exists, or you are wondering about the potential that a Divine Creator
may exist. You may have already established a personal connection with this Universal
Presence, you may still be searching for this connection, or you may be somewhere along the
intervening spectrum of spiritual awareness. It matters not at which point you place yourself
on the spectrum of faith: this book is still for you.
This book is an “interfaith” book. As such, the form, structure, institution, and religiopolitical orientation of your spiritual belief is neither challenged nor supported herein; thus it
does not seek to impose upon your personal choice. This is a book about spirituality, spiritual
connections, faith, and your personal relationship with your chosen Divinity. It is a book about
spiritualism and your relationship to the Universal Presence. It is a book for you and about you
and your soul, whoever you are, where ever you are, however old you are, and whatever your
race, color, creed, sex, nationality or religion.
This is a book about spiritual common sense. It is an effort to cut through religious rhetoric
and focus on the instinctive, common sense, spiritual connectedness inscribed indelibly in the
heart and on the soul of every human being. As you read the pages of this book, you will come
to know in your heart that this book truly was meant for you, that you were ready for its
simple insights, that it was your time to know the Divine Creator and affirm your personal,
unique relationship to that Universal Presence from a fresh perspective.
I have absolute faith that God will place this book in the right hands. I trust that there is a
reason that you are holding this book—some unseen inspiration which guided you to read
these words. There must be a reason that you happened upon this “guide to spiritual common
sense” at this time in your life; there must be something within these pages which has a special
meaning just for you. All you need to do to achieve this understanding, to receive the message
uniquely intended for you, is to listen not to the echo of the words resounding in your mind;
feel instead the messages that the words vibrate within your heart and resonate within your
soul.
I have no awareness of the impact of the words in this book, your reaction to these words,
nor the meaning that you will give to these words. If somewhere along the way these words
ring true in your heart, and if they bring you a greater sense of connection to your spiritual self,
then I have humbly and unknowingly accomplished something worthwhile. I only know that I
will not be complete until I have exercised the opportunity to share this divine inspiration with
other children of the Divine Creator, my brothers and sisters all.
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Introduction
Levels of Consciousness
The information in this book was obtained through a personal “automatic writing” session.
This concept will be new to many readers, while it is actually a common practice with a long
history. Automatic writing derived over time from the concept of “free association” writing
used in psychoanalysis as first developed by Sigmund Freud. Yet its roots date back to the early
“stream of consciousness” concept found in early Buddhist scriptures (specifically, in the Digha
Nikaya; see Steven Collins, Selfless Persons; Imagery and Thought in Theravāda Buddhism,
Cambridge University Press, 1982).
In 1890, the psychologist and philosopher William James published his Principles of Truth.
James’ description of the mind-world connection described in terms of the “stream of
consciousness” had a direct and significant impact on the development and expansion of
“stream of consciousness writing.” This is commonly associated with the modernist movement
in literature in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Stream of consciousness writing guides
the reader to visualize or perceive a character’s point of view through the written equivalent of
the character’s thought processes. Examples of stream of consciousness writing include Leo
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina (1873), William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury (1929), and Nobel
laureate Nadine Gordimer’s July’s People (1981).
I first learned about automatic writing while reading a book by Ruth Montgomery entitled
A Search for the Truth (Ballantine Books, 1982). Automatic writing is typically accomplished
through meditation while placing a pen or pencil against a sheet of paper in the same manner
as free association writing. In time, the pen will begin to move on the paper creating images or
capturing words, thoughts and—for very experienced automatic writers—inspired perspectives
and even comprehensive discussions.
Automatic writing stems from the concept that humans have multiple levels of
consciousness (e.g., conscious awareness, unconscious perception). In psychoanalysis, the
conscious mind is the part of the mind comprising psychic material of which the individual is
aware. In contrast, the unconscious mind is the part of the mind containing psychic material of
which the individual is rarely aware, yet it has a pronounced influence on behavior.
Both of the above levels of consciousness are active during the “waking state” (whenever
the individual is awake); the unconscious mind is active even in sleep states. In the waking
state, the conscious mind is normally in control of our actions, whereas during sleep the
unconscious mind assumes an increased level of control. This shift in the degree of conscious
control from the waking state toward sleep—the shift in control of information and actions
from the conscious mind toward the unconscious mind—is referred to as an “altered state of
consciousness,” with the most common examples being the dream state (daydreams or night
dreams), meditation and hypnosis. An altered state of consciousness is typically accompanied

by a heightened degree of suggestibility, a higher or broader level of perspective, and personal
inspiration.
From a spiritual perspective, the physical body is generally correlated with the conscious
mind, whereas the unconscious mind is considered as the gateway to the soul: and the soul
never sleeps. During the waking state the physical being has primary control over our thoughts;
during the sleep state, the ever-awake and ever-alert soul has primary control over our
thought processes and provides information typically in the form of dreams.
Yet if the individual is trained in meditation, the balance of consciousness can be shifted so
as to receive information on a specific requested subject matter and even engage in nonverbal
conversation. This is common for monks, religious clerics and devoted spiritualists the world
over. If the practitioner is also trained in automatic writing, then the information received
through the gateway of the unconscious mind can be recorded.
Most people are capable of influencing to at least some degree the level of control exerted
between the conscious and unconscious minds, such as is routinely accomplished by the
average individual during meditation or even prayer. A relatively small percentage of people
have trained themselves to balance the level of control between the conscious and
unconscious minds so that both are actively working on different activities at the same time.
For example, some secretaries are able to carry on a conversation on one topic while
continuing to type a letter on a different subject—two levels of consciousness working on
different physical world activities at the same time.
Inspirational Channeling
As discussed in Ruth Montgomery’s books, automatic writing is used during meditation as
a means of documenting whatever information is received during meditation. For this
approach, the person doing the meditation is referred to as a ‘channeler’, because they are
serving as a channel or conduit for information flow through the minimally alert conscious
mind and onto paper. The channeler requests guidance or information through the
unconscious mind and also releases conscious control of the hands and fingers. The
expectation is that whoever or whatever provides this guidance will also pass along sufficient
energy to move the hand holding a pencil or a pen so that the channeled guidance or
information is recorded on the paper.
There is absolutely nothing to fear in this process. ALL DIVINELY INSPIRED INFORMATION IS
CHANNELED INFORMATION; otherwise, where would information about life beyond the
physical world come from? Throughout history and in the present day, popes, priests,
shamans, rabbis, and other holy men have prayed for guidance or information, and the
information they received is considered as “divinely inspired.” If they were capturing this
information as part of a great religious book, such as the Qur'an, Vedas, Bhagavad Gītā, Bible
or I Ching, then they were serving as a channeler of the divine information transferred from
their unconscious mind to the great book. A fairly modern day religious book of some 2000

pages is The Urantia Book (Urantia Foundation, 1955), which clearly states that every bit of the
information contained therein was channeled by a number of gifted and highly respected
channelers.
Most religious documents recognize the ability of every person to communicate with “the
other side,” although they also warn about the potential of receiving information from evil,
malicious or misguided souls, which certainly can happen. Thus, spiritual leaders of most
religions admonish their congregations to rely either solely or primarily on the guidance and
inspiration passed down from religious leaders so as to be certain that the information is
“right-thinking”—which means it is channeled from a safe, loving, good and high source. Of
course, many trained spiritualists, authors, artists, etc. are perfectly capable of channeling the
same source(s) of information and receiving divine inspiration. Perhaps the most obvious visual
evidence of this can be discovered with a tour of paintings at most art museums.
One of the best modern day examples of this concept is the three-part series of books by
Neale Donald Walsch entitled Conversations with God: An Uncommon Dialogue (Hampton
Roads Publishing, 1996, 1997, 1998). Walsch does not use the term automatic writing in his
books, yet he maintains that the information for his books was provided to him as a result of
his “conversations with God.” As he explains in Chapter 1 of Book 2:
"On a blank sheet of paper, I would merely write a question—any question; usually
the first question that came to my head—and no sooner was the question written
than the answer would form in my head, as if Someone were whispering in my ear.
I was taking dictation!”
Note that “Someone” is capitalized, which traditionally indicates the highest divinity.
Around the world, millions of readers of Neale Donald Walsch’s books, which have been
translated into many languages, would agree that his writings fully satisfy the term “divinely
inspired.”
The Process of Automatic Writing
Back to the concept of automatic writing, for several decades Ruth Montgomery was able
to connect with an entity (soul or guide) on the other side which identified itself as Lily.
Although originally very skeptical, Ruth became quite comfortable over time with the
information channeled from Lily as having a high degree of accuracy in terms of the
information which was able to be verified in the physical world (e.g., people, places, dates,
events, predictions, etc.). As a result, her automatic writing became the source of many
successful books on spirituality.
After reading one of Ruth Montgomery’s books on the subject, I was inspired to try it
myself. As commonly happens with unfamiliar concepts, my early attempts at automatic
writing failed. This was due in part to impatience, but it was primarily due to the frustration of
learning to apply a centuries old technique in a era of advanced communication technology.

While Ruth Montgomery relied on the pen and paper technique, I found it difficult while in
meditation to keep track of a moving pencil on a page of limited dimensions and with limited
space. I had no awareness of the edges of the paper and felt that the simple process of
changing pages was unnecessarily disruptive to the meditation.
I was about to give up on automatic writing, when I awoke one night with a sudden
realization (an inspiration) that I should learn to do automatic writing using a computer. I
happened to be in Sedona, Arizona, at the time participating in a certification course for
hypnotherapy presented by Clara-Bo Whiteman, a renowned parapsychologist and a reported
walk-in. (Walk-ins are discussed in a couple of Ruth Montgomery’s books, including Strangers
Among Us, Ballantine Books, 1979.) When I awoke with the inspiration about using a computer
for automatic writing, I asked in my mind who could teach me such a skill. The response was,
“ask Clara-Bo.”
The next morning I excitedly shared my inspiration with Clara-Bo and asked if she could do
this. Fortunately, Clara-Bo seems to have a gift for everything spiritual. She said that she had
never heard of using a computer for this purpose: but why not? She guided me into a
comfortable level of meditation while I sat in front of my laptop computer. Then she instructed
me to open my unconscious mind to receive channeled information and to allow that
information to take control of my hands. In less than 30 seconds, I could feel my right hand
begin to vibrate, and suddenly I was typing channeled information ―nothing remarkable at
first; more like automatic gibberish. Clara-Bo remained traditionally calm and asked questions
to focus the answers relayed through my fingertips and into the computer, eventually
transforming mere gibberish into meaningful response.
In the months that followed, I practiced many times each week to strengthen my
automatic writing skills on the computer, developing a simple protocol and working to
minimize filtering by the conscious mind. From a practical perspective, this was an exceptional
improvement over automatic writing on paper. I no longer needed to worry about the margins
of the page and no longer had to turn a page while receiving information. When a
computerized automatic writing session was finished, I was able to read almost every word
clearly (as opposed to the chicken scratches I had previously scrawled on paper), and I was able
to use the computer’s spell-check feature to correct spelling errors. The result was a computer
file that could be printed, shared with others, saved to my computer, and backed up on a
removable disk.
This sense of freedom from focusing on the administrative functions of automatic writing
allowed me to relax into a deeper state of meditation, permitting the words to flow through
my fingertips and onto the keyboard, where they migrated to a safe storage disk for future
retrieval. This contributed significantly to higher quality channeled information.

Channeling From the Heart
In November of 1998, I was working on a different book. I was nearing the end of the
research phase for that book, and I was seeking something which served as the core of all the
spiritual, religious and philosophical concepts which I had explored.
On November 16, I placed myself into a deep meditative state consistent with the
approach commonly used for semi-detached automatic writing. Since I had been practicing
automatic writing routinely for several years, I knew how to achieve a comfortable, altered
state of consciousness which allowed for only the barest minimum of conscious mind
awareness. This was the optimum state to minimize filtering (bias) and to purify the
information received through the gateway of the unconscious mind.
In the process of accessing that meditative state, I began by typing a request in an effort to
set the tone of the session and to clarify what information I was seeking. I was requesting the
information from the highest and most knowledgeable “authority”—in fact, from the root
source of all knowledge—and I believe that was source of the reply which comprises all of the
channeled information in this book.
Then came an even greater challenge: how to match the channeled information to the
book I had been struggling with since 1998. It simply did not work well with the tone of the
book I was working on. In fact I tried for years thereafter to fit it into other books and even to
use it as the foundation for one of those books, yet I was unable to find the perfect match with
any of those efforts.
One day in 2009 I sat down to read the channeled information yet another time. I had
read it many times without realizing that I was overlooking something significant. Attached to
the end of the information was a follow-up automatic writing session from December of 1999
seeking further information. Therein lie the answer, but I had failed to grasp its meaning for
nearly ten years:
You are seeking quantity in My words … when what you really want is quality. What I
have already said … is more than sufficient.
The answer was right there: the channeled session was more than sufficient. It embraced
the most positive aspects about our personal relationship with the Divine Creator, and
anything I might add in the pages of a book would surely fail to achieve the same level of
divine perfection and inspiration. Nothing more needed to be said.
Yet there remained the question of how to turn something so simple into a book that
could speak to people all over the world in their own language. The answer again came
instantly: “include the translations in the same book.” And so I did!

Through the generous time and efforts of some very special multi-lingual friends who
provided the many translations to the original channeled session, this book finally
accomplishes my objective of more than ten years to bring the channeled words of the
Universal Presence to your heart. In so doing, I go to that well one more time and ask again for
assistance: please help all those who are seeking the information herein to truly listen with
their hearts.

John J. Kelly
Author, USA

Original Channeled Version — English
Name of Channeler — John J. Kelly
Language — English
Dialect — North American

Listen With Your Heart

My request on November 16, 1998:
Please assist me in setting forth Your guidance to all. I am seeking the core information
which has been revised many times over the ages to benefit a few. What is the core
information which benefits all? Assist me to lift up my eyes to see what I should have always
seen, and to assist others to lift up their eyes, raise the veils, see that which has always been
there but which has escaped their vision before. Please provide me with information and
guidance which applies not only to me but to all those whose eyes have been closed by the
words and ideas of others. Let Your words set me free. Let Your words reach into the souls of
all men and women everywhere to set them free.
The reply:
The information you seek is within you. That which you wish to hear you have already felt.
The words you write will be the words you request. I will guide your hand. Trust in yourself.
Trust in Me within you.
I am the one referred to as the Universal Father, the Universal Source and Center. I am the
First Divinity, that from which all within this universe was created. You are of Me. You were
created in My image, not as a physical entity but as a spiritual being. All that you see and all
that you experience and all that your senses address are of Me, created by Me, exist through
Me, continue by Me.
Each aspect of creation, each living entity, and each material object is of Me. All that is, is
of Me and was created by Me or from that which I created.
Yet, there is far too much I and not enough We. We are all as one, and We are all
connected to one another. All people are connected, even if that final connection is through
Me. We cease to exist without one another. If one of us should cease to exist, We would be
less than We are. That which is referred to as the “All” or the “Whole” is the sum of all that
exists. It is not Me, but it is of Me. Neither is it you, but it is less without you. All people are
important. All creatures are important. All things are important. For, without them, We are less
than We are. The sum of the Whole would be less than it is now.
Universal laws ensure that nothing is lost, that all is conserved. Yet, if We create men from
ashes, then We lose something if man returns to ashes, for We have stepped backwards. If We
create spiritman, then We have stepped backwards when spiritman ceases to exist, even
though that which was spiritman returns to the Source and Center and recreates as something
else.
All people are not here for the same reason, but while here, all share in the same purpose.
Some come here by choice; others come by request, although it is their choice to accept and
respond to that request. Some may have a primary overriding purpose that drives their lives or
a portion of their lives. When that objective is complete, they may leave or they may choose to

continue to fulfill other secondary objectives or to fulfill that which is a generic objective or
purpose of all people. That overriding, central, generic purpose is to experience.
Through experience, you will define and redefine who you are. In so doing, you will create
your next destiny. However, in the greater sense, your long term eternal destiny is already
written: yet, you will decide along the way who you will be as you move into and through that
eternal destiny.
All people—men and women, black and yellow, white and red, child and adult—are
created equally. They come into the world with equality. Each individual “being” of this plane
and all other planes was created and given two irrevocable gifts: the gift of unconditional love,
and the gift of free choice. No choice can be free if it is embraced within condition. Thus, My
love for you is unconditional, regardless of any choices you make along the way toward your
eternal destiny. Anything which violates those gifts will not survive into eternity. Those who
violate those gifts will survive, as will all others who choose to do so, yet their violations of
those gifts will not survive into eternity. Those who seek to come between Me and you—thus
seeking to impose tertiary conditions on My love for you—cannot impose such control for a
moment longer than you allow, and they cannot continue such controls into eternity. The
choices of accepting such limitations or controls over Our relationship is yours. Still, they shall
not bear on the unconditional love I give to you.
Listen with your heart. I love you unconditionally. I love you without condition. There is no
condition which could ever exist, by My law, which could cast even the smallest shadow on My
love for you. As We move into eternity, far beyond the existence of the plane of your present
existence, only four things will continue to exist for that entire span of time: you, Me, My
unconditional love for you, and your free choice.
You even have the choice not to love Me in return, though I will always love you.
Wherever you go, whatever path you choose, whatever choices you make, I will continue to
love you. There are no conditions on My love for you now, there never have been any
conditions on My love for you from the moment of your creation, and there never will be any
conditions on My love for you.
Listen with your heart. I walk not in front of you nor behind you. I am not above you nor
beneath you. I walk beside you and exist within you. We are as one, and a part of Me is always
within you. You are never without Me, and I am never apart from you. Listen with your heart,
for there will you find Me, and there will you find all the truths and answers you seek.
Listen with your heart. If you are told that I am a jealous creator, then you will know that
such is not true, for My love for you is unconditional and, therefore, not conditioned upon
what you might do nor how you might worship in your present existence.

Listen with your heart. If you are told that you will feel My vengeance in time, then you
will know in your heart that this is not true. My love for you is so strong and is without
condition, such that there could never exist a sense of vengeance against you.
Listen with your heart. If you are told that you should fear for your future or your
existence after this life, then you will know in your heart that this is not true, for your life after
this life will be, by your choice, an existence with Me. Where you go, now and after, I go.
Where you exist, I exist. Whatever you do, whatever choices you make, I am with you.
Listen with your heart, and you will know the truth when it comes upon you, just as you
will recognize untruth when it is imposed upon you.
Listen with your heart, and refuse to accept any untruth which suggests that My love for
you is conditioned in any way or at any time by any choice or choices you make.
Listen with your heart, and cast down any concept which suggests that anything could ever
come between you and Me.
Listen with your heart to the messages I send you continuously. Listen to My words of
love. Wherever you go, whatever you choose to do, My unconditional love for you continues.
You are never without that unconditional love, for you are never without Me.
If you are seeking Me, then look within your heart, for it is there that I reside. Feel the
warmth of My hand as it touches your heart, and know once again that I love you, just as I
have always loved you and always will love you. If you are seeking Me, seek within yourself, for
you are never without Me and never without My unconditional love for you. If you seek within
and find that there is even the faintest spark of love within you, then you have found Me. If
you do not find such a spark of love, then it is by your own choice that you refuse to see that
which is always, has always been, will always be, there. Lift up the veil you have chosen to
place over your eyes, and then you will surely see the love that is within; then you will have
found Me, for you have never existed for even the briefest moment without Me and My love
for you.
Listen with your heart. If it is suggested that I have created some who are more worthy
than others, then you will know in your heart that this is not true. All creation is equal. I do not
love you more than I love another, nor do I love another more than I love you. I love all with
equality and with an unconditional, eternal love. I exist within all people at all times. I walk
beside all people at all times. You are never without Me, regardless of your color or creed or
choices or station in life.
Listen with your heart. If you hear that I favor one group of people over another, then you
will know that this is not true. I love all nations, all people, all groups of people, and all
individuals with the same unconditional and eternal intensity.

Listen with your heart. If you read any words in any book that suggest that I do not love
you or that I do not allow you free choice, or that I would seek vengeance upon you, or that
you could ever lose favor with Me: then you will know in your heart that this is not true. If
such were true, then My gift of free choice would be violated, and such would be as a
condition to My love for you. Yet, there are no conditions to My love for you; there can never
be any conditions imposed upon My love for you.
Listen with your heart. If someone suggests that I would look upon you with honor and
favor if you gave your life for what you believe is My desire, then you will know in your heart
that such is untrue. You are never out of favor with Me, and you cannot gain greater favor with
Me. My love for you is never diminished nor enhanced. It is total, complete, unending, and
unconditional.
Though it is true that I may be saddened by your actions from time to time, the sadness
stems from the adverse effects you bring about in your own life and visit upon the lives of
others by your actions. If you step on My toe, I will not love you less, but I will feel the pain. If
you visit harm upon one of My other children, then I feel saddened by and experience their
pain, yet I do not love you any less. If they retaliate and return the pain, then I do not love
either of you any less, yet I feel the pain which both of you feel, and I am saddened by your
actions. Yet, regardless of what you do and regardless of what choices you make, I will never
stop loving you nor tarnish even slightly the unconditional love I hold for you.
You exist on this plane, just as you exist on all other planes: to experience your existence.
You cannot know white if all is white, for there is no means for comparison. You cannot know
light if all is the same intensity of light, for there is no means for comparison. You cannot know
love if all is love, for there is no means for comparison. To know white, you must experience
black. To better understand white, you must experience all the colors of the energy spectrum.
It is only by comparison to all other colors that you can fully understand white, and it is only
through this experiential understanding that you can choose that color which best fits, suits,
defines you and your continued existence. Moreover, it is important that all colors exist within
creation, and it is essential that all colors exist in harmony.
You cannot know light without knowing darkness. It is only by experiencing the absence of
light that you can understand light itself, and you accomplish this through experiencing
darkness. Neither can you obtain a full understanding of light until you experience all the
variations and intensities of light which exist within the energy spectrum. Only after you have
experienced all of the variations and intensities of light will you be able to choose that which
best fits you and which you will wear or exist within into eternity. Moreover, it is important
that all variations and intensities of light—including darkness—exist within creation, and it is
essential that light and darkness and all the intensities in between exist in harmony.
You cannot know love without experiencing its opposite. You cannot understand what it is
like to be loved until you have experienced what it is like not to be loved, to close your eyes to
all the love that comes toward you, even the unconditional love which I maintain within you.

You experience this absence of love through fear. Moreover, you cannot fully understand love
unless you experience and understand all of the emotions between love and fear, such as
anger, hatred, prejudice, jealousy, vengeance, passion, compassion, caring, sharing, generosity,
acceptance, forgiveness, forgiving, and more. Only when you have experienced and fully
understand all of these emotions can you fully understand love and choose for yourself that
state of emotion that will define who you are into eternity.
Thus, you are here in this existence, just as you will be in the existence after this life, to
experience that which you have either not yet experienced or which you have experienced
before but do not yet fully understand. Each being is encouraged to experience directly or
indirectly all aspects of life, including love and fear, peace and war, happiness and sorrow,
freedom and constraint, greed, anger, prejudice, leadership, servitude: love and fear. With
each experience, with each step you take, you define and redefine who you are: that which
you will incorporate into yourself, that which you will deny or eliminate from yourself, and that
which you should continue to experience or have need to experience. You are experiencing the
evolutionary process of self determination and are, step by step, creating yourself and who you
will choose to be into eternity.
Some have completed this process of self-creation; some have barely begun. In time, all
will come to know their connection to one another, to the other forms of creation around
them, to the universe, and to the Whole. In time, all will come to love one another
unconditionally and to know and feel the unconditional love of all others. I am but the
beginning, the steadfast, unconditional and eternal wellspring of love for you and all others. In
so being, I do not ask nor require that you worship Me nor do My bidding. However, if My
unconditional love for you, and if My gift of free will or free choice, can serve as an inspiration
for your own aspirations and self-determination, then you do Me honor.
-------------------- § § § -------------------Approximately one year after the original meditation recorded above, the following was
recorded in an automatic writing session.
My request on December 23, 1999:
Once again I sit in Your light, requesting that You assist me by providing an appropriate
ending to this book. Again, I ask that You provide the words which will reach out and touch the
hearts of all who read this book.
The reply:
The words in your book will touch the hearts which are meant to be touched. My words
are less important than the message which they receive, and, as you have said, all will hear
that which is appropriate and applicable to them.

You are asking for an ending for something which is really a beginning. Many who read this
book will open their hearts to Me for the first time in this life. For many who have opened their
hearts but who do not understand or who are skeptical, the words in this book will strengthen
their faith. Such is never an ending; it is a new beginning.
Thus, I say to all of them, welcome home, children. I have not missed you, for I have
always been with you. Yet, I have missed the pleasure of your voice and the relationship we
have so often shared in the past. Welcome home!
In response I asked, “Is there more?”
You are seeking quantity in My words, John, when what you really want is quality. What I
have already said, combined with your own words and good counsel, is more than sufficient.
Those whose hearts are not hardened by the words and teachings of others, those who are
open to their own freedom of thought, those who are ready to soar or to soar higher in terms
of developing their own free thought have already received all that they need from this book.
This is not an ending for them, and these are not My final words. We have much to
discuss. I have a desire to speak again with them directly to express My love and My
appreciation for their efforts and their struggles. I am interested in hearing their prayers and
learning from their own hearts of the struggles and joys they are experiencing. Although I see,
hear, and experience all that they experience, I never tire of hearing them speak of their lives
to Me.
Thus do I say once again, welcome home, children. Walk with Me again. Talk with Me
again. Allow Me the joy of sharing in your life.

Johannes
Seybold
Germany

German Version
Übersetzer — Johannes Seybold
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Höre mit Deinem Herzen

Meine Anfrage vom 16. November 1998:
Bitte hilf mir Deine Anleitungen für alle darzulegen. Ich suche die zentrale Information, die
immer wieder durch alle Zeiten übermittelt wurde, um einigen Wenigen zu nutzen. Wie lautet
die zentrale Information, die allen zugute kommt? Hilf mir, meinen Blick auf das zu werfen,
was ich schon immer gesehen haben sollte und anderen zu helfen, auch ihren Blick darauf zu
richten, ihre Schleier zu heben, um das zu sehen, was schon immer bestand, das sich aber
bislang ihrer Vorstellung entzog. Bitte teile mir diese Information mit und leite mich an, damit
sie nicht nur mir sondern allen jenen zugute kommen kann, deren Augen durch Worte und
Ideen anderer verschlossen wurden. Befreie mich durch Deine Worte. Lass Deine Worte die
Seelen aller Menschen berühren und befreie sie.
Die Antwort:
Die Information, die Du suchst ist in Dir. Was Du zu hören wünschst, hast Du bereits
gefühlt. Die Worte die Du schreibst, werden die Worte sein, die Du begehrst. Habe Vertrauen
in Dich selbst. Vertraue auf Mich in Dir.
Ich bin der, der allmächtiger Vater, die universale Quelle und das Zentrum genannt wird.
Ich bin der Ursprung, von dem alles in diesem Universum abstammt. Du bist von Mir. Du
wurdest in Meinem Abbild erschaffen, nicht als physikalisches sondern als geistiges Wesen.
Alles was Du siehst, alles was Du wahrnimmst, und alles was Deine Sinne anspricht, ist von Mir
geschaffen, existiert durch Mich und währt durch Mich.
Jeder Aspekt der Schöpfung, jedes Lebewesen und jede Materie stammt von Mir. Alles was
ist, ist von Mir, wurde von Mir geschaffen oder stammt von dem, was Ich schuf.
Jedoch gibt es viel zu viel „ich“ und nicht genug „wir“. Wir sind alle eins, und wir sind alle
miteinander verbunden. Alle Menschen sind miteinander verbunden, selbst wenn die
eigentliche Verbindung durch Mich besteht. Ohne den anderen hören wir auf zu bestehen.
Wenn einer von uns zu bestehen aufhören würde, wären wir weniger als wir sind. Das, was als
„Alles“ oder das „Ganze“ bezeichnet wird, ist die Summe aller Existenz. Das bin nicht Ich, aber
es ist von Mir. Das bist auch nicht Du, aber es wäre weniger ohne Dich. Alle Menschen sind
wichtig. Alle Kreaturen sind wichtig. Alle Dinge sind wichtig. Denn ohne sie sind wir weniger als
wir sind. Die Summe des Ganzen wäre weniger als es jetzt ist.
Allgemeingültige Gesetze stellen sicher, dass nichts verloren geht, dass alles bewahrt wird.
Jedoch, wenn wir den Menschen aus Asche erschaffen, dann werden wir etwas verlieren, wenn
der Mensch wieder zu Asche wird. Wir haben einen Schritt zurück gemacht. Wenn wir ein
geistiges Wesen erschaffen, dann werden wir einen Schritt zurück machen, wenn es aufhört zu
existieren, selbst dann, wenn das, was das geistige Wesen war, zur Quelle und dem Zentrum
zurückkehrt und als etwas anderes wiederersteht.

Jeder Mensch ist aus verschiedenen Gründen hier, aber allen liegt die gleiche Absicht
zugrunde. Einige sind aus freien Stücken gekommen, andere wurden gebeten zu kommen,
wenngleich es ihr freier Wille war, dieser Bitte nachzukommen. Einige folgen einem primären,
übergeordneten Zweck, der ihr Leben oder Teile davon beeinflusst. Wenn dieses Ziel erreicht
wurde, können sie zurückkehren, sie können andere Nebenziele wählen oder sie erfüllen den
eigentlichen Zweck aller Menschen. Dieser alles überragende, zentrale und allgemeine Zweck
ist es Erfahrungen zu sammeln.
Durch Erfahrungen wirst Du bestimmen und neu definieren wer Du bist. Auf diese Weise
gestaltest Du Dein nächstes Schicksal. Dennoch, im weiteren Sinne steht Dein langfristiges,
ewiges Schicksal bereits fest: während Du diesen Weg Deines Schicksals gehst, entscheidest
jedoch Du, wer Du sein wirst.
Alle Menschen—Männer und Frauen, schwarz und gelb, weiß und rot, Kind und
Erwachsener—werden als gleichwertig erschaffen. Sie werden als ebenbürtig geboren. Jedes
individuelle „Wesen“ dieser Erde und aller anderen Erden wurde erschaffen und erhielt zwei
unabänderliche Gaben: Das Geschenk der bedingungslosen Liebe, und das Geschenk der
freien Entscheidung. Keine Entscheidung kann frei sein, wenn sie an Bedingungen geknüpft
wird. Daher ist Meine Liebe für Dich bedingungslos, unabhängig von den Entscheidungen, die
Du auf dem Weg Deiner ewigen Bestimmung triffst. Nichts, was gegen diese Geschenke
verstößt, wird bis in alle Ewigkeit Bestand haben. Diejenigen, die gegen diese Geschenke
verstoßen, werden ebenso wie alle anderen, die sich in diesem Sinne entschieden haben,
überleben; ihr Verstoß gegen diese Geschenke wird jedoch keinen Bestand in Ewigkeit haben.
Diejenigen, die danach streben, sich zwischen Dich und Mich stellen—und dadurch versuchen,
Meine Liebe zu Dir Bedingungen zu unterwerfen—können solche Kontrollen nur solange
aufrechterhalten, solange Du ihnen das gewährst; sie können solche Kontrollen nicht bis in
alles Ewigkeit ausüben. Es steht Dir frei derartige Einschränkungen und Kontrollen in Bezug auf
Unsere Beziehung zuzulassen. Sie werden jedoch keinerlei Einfluss auf meine bedingungslose
Liebe zu Dir haben.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Ich liebe Dich bedingungslos. Ich liebe Dich ohne Auflagen.
Durch Mein Gesetz gibt es nichts was jemals existieren könnte, das auch nur den kleinsten
Schatten auf Meine Liebe zu Dir werfen könnte. Wenn wir auf die Ewigkeit zugehen, weit über
Deine gegenwärtige Existenz hinaus, werden nur vier Dinge für alle Zeiten weiter bestehen:
Ich, Du, meine bedingungslose Liebe zu Dir und Deine freie Entscheidung.
Du kannst Dich sogar dafür entscheiden meine Liebe zu Dir nicht zu erwidern, dennoch
werde ich Dich immer lieben. Wohin Du auch gehst, welchen Pfad Du auch wählst, welche
Entscheidungen Du auch triffst, Ich werde Dich immer lieben. Meine Liebe zu Dir ist von keinen
Bedingungen abhängig, seit dem Augenblick Deiner Schöpfung war sie niemals Bedingungen
unterworfen und sie wird es niemals sein.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Ich werde weder vor noch hinter Dir gehen. Ich bin nicht über
Dir noch unter Dir. Ich gehe neben Dir und bestehe in Dir. Wir sind gleichsam eins, und ein Teil

von Mir ist immer in Dir. Du bist niemals ohne Mich, und ich bin niemals von Dir getrennt. Höre
mit Deinem Herzen, denn dort wirst Du mich finden, und dort wirst Du all die Wahrheiten und
Antworten finden, die Du suchst.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Wenn Dir gesagt wird, ich wäre ein eifersüchtiger Schöpfer, dann
wirst Du wissen, das das unwahr ist, denn meine Liebe zu Dir ist bedingungslos und daher
weder von dem abhängig was Du tun könntest noch wie Du in Deinem jetzigen Dasein betest.
Höre mit dem Herzen. Wenn Dir gesagt wird, dass Dich meine Rache zur rechten Zeit
ereilen werde, dann wirst Du in Deinem Herzen wissen, dass das unwahr ist. Meine Liebe zu Dir
ist so stark und bedingungslos, als dass auch nur ein Funke einer Rache gegen Dich bestehen
könnte.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Wenn Dir gesagt wird, dass Du vor der Zukunft oder Deinem
Dasein nach diesem Leben Angst haben solltest, dann wirst Du in Deinem Herzen wissen, dass
das unwahr ist, denn Dein Dasein nach diesem Leben wird aufgrund Deiner Entscheidung, ein
Dasein mit Mir sein. Ich gehe wohin Du gehst, jetzt und künftig. Wo Du bestehst, bestehe ich.
Was immer Du tust, welche Entscheidungen Du triffst, Ich bin mit Dir.
Höre mit dem Herzen und Du wirst die Wahrheit erkennen, wenn Du auf sie stößt, ebenso
wie Du Unwahrheit erkennen wirst, wenn sie Dir aufgezwungen wird.
Höre mit dem Herzen und weigere Dich jegliche Unwahrheit anzuerkennen, die
behauptet, dass Meine Liebe zu Dir in irgendeiner Weise oder irgendwann an Entscheidungen
geknüpft sei, die Du triffst.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen, und verwirf jegliche Vorstellung die behauptet, dass jemals
etwas zwischen Dich und Mich kommen könnte.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen auf die Botschaften die Ich Dir unaufhörlich zukommen lasse.
Höre auf Meine Worte der Liebe. Wohin Du auch gehst, was immer Du entscheidest zu tun,
Meine bedingungslose Liebe zu Dir bleibt bestehen. Du bis niemals ohne diese bedingungslose
Liebe, Du bis niemals ohne Mich.
Wenn Du mich suchst, sieh in Dein Herz, denn es ist dort, wo ich wohne. Fühle die Wärme
meiner Hand, wenn sie Dein Herz berührt und wisse erneut, dass ich Dich liebe, so wie ich Dich
immer geliebt habe und immer lieben werde. Wenn Du nach mir suchst, suche in Dir selbst,
denn Du bist niemals ohne mich und niemals ohne meine bedingungslose Liebe. Wenn Du in
Dir suchst, und Du findest auch nur den kleinsten Funken Liebe in Dir, dann hast Du Mich
gefunden. Wenn Du keinen Funken Liebe in Dir findest, dann ist es aufgrund Deiner
Entscheidung sich dem zu verschließen, was immer da ist, immer da war und immer da sein
wird. Hebe den Schleier, den Du über Deine Augen gelegt hast, und Du wirst sicherlich die
Liebe erkennen, die in Dir ist; dann hast Du Mich gefunden, denn Du hast nicht auch nur einen
kurzen Augenblick ohne Mich und Meine Liebe zu Dir bestanden.

Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Wenn behauptet wird, dass Ich einige erschaffen hätte, die
würdiger als andere seien, dann wirst Du in Deinem Herzen wissen, dass dies unwahr ist. Alle
Schöpfung ist gleichwertig. Ich liebe Dich nicht mehr als jemand anderen, ebenso wie ich
keinen anderen mehr liebe als Dich. Ich liebe alle auf die gleiche Weise und mit der
bedingungslosen, ewigen Liebe. Ich bestehe in allen Menschen zu jeder Zeit. Ich gehe neben
allen Menschen zu jeder Zeit. Du bist niemals ohne Mich, unabhängig von Deiner Hautfarbe,
Deinem Glauben, Deinen Entscheidungen oder Deinen Lebensumständen.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Wenn Du hörst, dass ich eine Gruppe Menschen anderen
vorziehen würde, dann wirst Du wissen, dass dies unwahr ist. Ich liebe alle Völker, alle
Menschen, alle Gruppen von Menschen und alle Individuen mit der gleichen bedingungslosen
und ewigen Inbrunst.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Wenn Du Worte in einem Buch liest, die behaupten, dass ich
Dich nicht lieben würde, dass ich Dir freie Entscheidungen nicht zubilligen würde, dass ich Dich
meiner Rache unterwerfen würde, oder dass Du Dich bei mir unbeliebt machen würdest: dann
wirst Du in Deinem Herzen wissen, dass dies unwahr ist. Wenn dies wahr wäre, würde Mein
Geschenk der freien Entscheidung missachtet und Meine Liebe zu Dir Bedingungen
unterworfen werden. Es gibt jedoch keine Bedingungen für Meine Liebe zu Dir; Meine Liebe zu
Dir kann niemals Bedingungen unterworfen werden.
Höre mit Deinem Herzen. Wenn jemand behauptet, ich würde Dich ehren und
bevorzugen, wenn Du Dein Leben für das, was Du für Meinen Willen hältst, hingibst, dann
wirst Du in Deinem Herzen wissen, dass das unwahr ist. Du fällst bei Mir niemals in Ungnade
und Du kannst keine größere Gnade bei Mir erreichen. Meine Liebe zu Dir verringert oder
vergrößert sich nicht. Sie ist vollständig, vollendet, endlos und bedingungslos.
Es ist zwar wahr, dass Mich Deine Taten von Zeit zu Zeit betrüben können, die Traurigkeit
kommt von den Beeinträchtigungen die Du sowohl in Deinem Leben als auch in den Leben
anderer durch Deine Taten bewirkst. Wenn Du auf Meine Zehe trittst, werde ich den Schmerz
fühlen, Dich aber nicht weniger lieben. Wenn Du einem Meiner anderen Kinder Leid zufügst,
dann macht Mich das traurig, da Ich ihren Schmerz fühle, aber ich liebe Dich deshalb nicht
weniger. Wenn sie Vergeltung üben und das Leid erwidern, dann liebe Ich keinen von Euch
beiden weniger, aber Eure Taten betrüben Mich. Unabhängig von dem was Du tust oder
welche Entscheidungen Du triffst, Ich werde niemals aufhören, Dich zu lieben oder auch nur
meine bedingungslose Liebe, die Ich für Dich empfinde, beeinträchtigen lassen.
Du existierst in dieser Welt so wie in allen anderen Welten, damit Du Dein Dasein erfährst.
Du kannst weiß nicht erkennen, wenn alles um Dich herum weiß ist, da Dir eine
Vergleichsmöglichkeit fehlt. Du kannst Licht nicht erkennen, wenn alles um Dich herum die
gleiche Lichtintensität hat, da Dir eine Vergleichsmöglichkeit fehlt. Um weiß zu kennen, musst
Du schwarz erfahren. Um weiß besser zu verstehen, musst Du alle Farben des
Energiespektrums erfahren. Nur durch den Vergleich mit allen anderen Farben kannst Du weiß

wahrhaftig verstehen, und nur durch diese empirische Erfahrung wird es Dir möglich, die Farbe
zu wählen, die am besten zu Dir passt, mit Dir übereinstimmt und die Dich und Deine weitere
Existenz definiert. Darüber hinaus ist es wichtig, dass alle Farben innerhalb der Schöpfung
vorhanden sind, und es ist entscheidend, dass alle Farben in Harmonie zueinander stehen.
Du kannst Licht nicht kennen ohne die Finsternis erfahren zu haben. Nur durch die
Erfahrung der Abwesenheit von Licht kannst Du Licht selbst verstehen, und Du erreichst dies,
indem Du Finsternis erfährst. Du kannst kein vollständiges Verstehen des Lichts erreichen,
solange Du nicht alle Variationen und Intensitäten des Lichts erlebt hast, die es im
Energiespektrum gibt. Erst nachdem Du alle Variationen und Intensitäten des Lichts erfahren
hast, wird es Dir möglich sein, dasjenige auszuwählen, das am besten zu Dir passt und welches
Du tragen oder in dem Du bestehen wirst in Ewigkeit. Darüber hinaus ist es wichtig, dass alle
Variationen und Intensitäten des Lichts—die Dunkelheit mit eingeschlossen—innerhalb der
Schöpfung vorhanden sind, und es ist entscheidend, dass Licht, Finsternis und alle Intensitäten
dazwischen in Harmonie bestehen.
Du kannst Liebe nicht ohne ihr Gegenteil kennen. Du kannst nicht verstehen was es
bedeutet, geliebt zu werden, solange Du nicht erfahren hast, wie es ist, nicht geliebt zu werden
und Du Deine Augen vor all der Liebe, die auf Dich zukommt, verschließt, selbst meiner
bedingungslosen Liebe, die ich in Dir aufrechterhalte. Diese Abwesenheit von Liebe erfährst Du
als Angst. Weiters kannst Du Liebe nicht vollends verstehen, solange Du nicht all die Emotionen
zwischen Liebe und Angst erfahren und verstanden hast, wie Zorn, Hass, Vorurteil, Eifersucht,
Rache, Leidenschaft, Mitgefühl, Fürsorge, Teilen, Großzügigkeit, Akzeptanz, Vergebung und
andere. Nur wenn Du alle diese Emotionen erfahren und vollends verstanden hast, kannst Du
Liebe vollends verstehen und für Dich selbst den emotionalen Zustand wählen, der Dich bis in
alle Ewigkeit bestimmen wird.
Daher findest Du Dich in dieser Existenz so wie Du Dich in Existenzen nach diesem Leben
finden wirst, um das zu erfahren, was Du entweder bislang noch nicht erfahren hast, oder was
Du bereits früher erfahren aber noch nicht vollkommen verstanden hast. Jedes Wesen ist darin
bestärkt, direkt oder indirekt alle Aspekte des Lebens zu erfahren, einschließlich Liebe und
Angst, Friede und Krieg, Freude und Leid, Freiheit und Einschränkung, Gier, Zorn, Vorurteil,
Führung, Sklaverei: Liebe und Angst. Mit jeder Erfahrung, mit jedem Deiner Schritte bestimmst
und definierst Du neu, wer Du bist: was Du für Dich berücksichtigen wirst, was Du Dir versagen
oder für Dich ausschließen wirst, und das, was Du weiterlernen solltest oder wo Du den Bedarf
für das Sammeln weiterer Erfahrungen siehst. Du erlebst den entwicklungsmäßigen Prozess
der Selbstbestimmung und schaffst, Schritt für Schritt, Dich selbst und den, der Du wählen
wirst zu sein in Ewigkeit.
Einige haben diesen Prozess der Selbstschöpfung bereits beendet, andere haben kaum
damit begonnen. Im Laufe der Zeit werden alle ihre Verbindung zueinander verstehen, zu den
anderen Formen der Schöpfung um sie herum, zum Universum und zum Ganzen. Im Laufe der
Zeit werden alle dahin kommen, einander bedingungslos zu lieben und die bedingungslose
Liebe aller anderen zu erkennen und zu fühlen. Ich bin nur der Anfang, der unerschütterliche,

bedingungslose und ewige Quell der Liebe für Dich und alle anderen. Daher erbitte und
erwarte Ich nicht, dass Du mich anbetest oder Meinen Geboten folgst. Wenn jedoch meine
bedingungslose Liebe zu Dir und mein Geschenk des freien Willens oder der freien
Entscheidung Dir als Inspiration für Deine eigenen Bestrebungen und Deine Selbstbestimmung
dienen, erweist Du Mir Ehre.
-------------------- § § § -------------------Ungefähr ein Jahr nach der oben wiedergegebenen Meditation, wurde Folgendes in einer
automatischen Schreibsession aufgezeichnet.
Meine Anfrage vom 23. Dezember 1999:
Ich sitze erneut in Deinem Licht und ersuche um Deine Unterstützung, mir ein
angemessenes Ende für dieses Buch zur Verfügung zu stellen. Ich bitte erneut um Deine Worte,
die hinausreichen und die Herzen aller berühren, die dieses Buch lesen.
Die Antwort:
Die Worte in Deinem Buch werden die Herzen derjenigen berühren, die es berühren soll.
Meine Worte sind weniger wichtig als die Botschaft die sie erhalten, und, wie Du gesagt hast,
alle werden das hören, was für sie angemessen und anwendbar ist.
Du fragst nach einem Ende für etwas, was eigentlich ein Anfang ist. Viele, die dieses Buch
lesen werden, werden Mir zum ersten Mal in diesem Leben ihre Herzen öffnen. Vielen, die ihre
Herzen geöffnet haben aber die nicht verstehen oder skeptisch sind, werden die Worte in
diesem Buch ihren Glauben stärken. Dies ist niemals ein Ende: es ist ein neuer Anfang.
Daher sage Ich zu all jenen: Willkommen zu Hause, Kinder. Ich habe Euch nicht vermisst,
da Ich immer mit Euch war. Aber Ich habe die Freude Eurer Stimme vermisst sowie die
Beziehung, die Wir so oft in der Vergangenheit geteilt haben. Willkommen zu Hause!
As Antwort fragte ich: „Ist da noch mehr?“
Du suchst Quantität in Meinen Worten, John, wenn das, was Du wirklich möchtest,
Qualität ist. Das was Ich bereits sagte, in Verbindung mit Deinen eigenen Worten und guten
Ratschlägen, ist mehr als ausreichend. Diejenigen, deren Herzen nicht durch Worte und Lehren
anderer verhärtet sind, diejenigen, die offen für die Freiheit ihrer Gedanken sind, diejenigen,
die bereit sind, emporzusteigen oder höher zu steigen im Sinne der Entwicklung ihrer eigenen
freien Gedanken, haben bereits alles für sie dafür Notwendige von diesem Buch erhalten.
Für sie ist dies kein Ende, und dies sind nicht Meine letzten Worte. Wir haben viel zu
besprechen. Ich habe den Wunsch direkt mit ihnen zu sprechen und ihnen Meine Liebe und
meine Anerkennung für ihre Anstrengungen und Mühen auszudrücken. Ich bin daran

interessiert ihre Gebete zu hören und von ihren eigenen Herzen von den Mühen und den
Freuden ihrer Erfahrungen zu erfahren. Obgleich Ich alles sehe, höre und erfahre, was sie
erfahren, ermüde Ich nie zuzuhören, wenn sie Mir von ihren Leben berichten.
Daher sage Ich nochmals: Willkommen zu Hause, Kinder. Geht wieder mit Mir. Sprecht
wieder mit Mir. Erweist Mir die Freude an Eurem Leben teilzuhaben.

Some Final Thoughts
(in English)
The developmental process of this book was a unique journey in many respects. The
original automatic writing session was remarkable in itself. Computer-assisted automatic
writing sessions take place during a meditative, altered state of consciousness in which the
limited awareness of the conscious mind is focused primarily on keeping the fingers on the
keyboard. Only when the session is over does the writer have the first opportunity to read and
assess the entire work; in this case it was both a surprising and delightful first reading.
Equally intriguing has been the process of working with translators and translations to
create the 11 different languages within the original, multi-language Volume 1, as well as
Volumes 2-12 which include English plus other individual translations. Some of the people who
initially offered to translate the channeled information were unable to make the translation
because they were not familiar with many of the words and concepts. The English language
contains more than 50,000 words, yet most international linguists rely on somewhere between
1500 and 3000 English words for common translation; clearly many English words do not exist
in other languages or are unfamiliar to the average reader. For example, the words
“overriding,” “spiritman,” the “Whole” when referring to the Universal Presence, and even
“Universal Presence” are not common English words or terms heard around the world; these
can be difficult to translate into meaningful terms in another language.
Entire passages can also be elusive to translate. Consider for example the third paragraph
in the channeled session:
Each aspect of creation, each living entity, and each material object is of Me. All
that is, is of Me and was created by Me or from that which I created.
On a word-for-word basis, this is not difficult for a multi-lingual person to translate.
However, translating it so that it has the same tone and meaning in another language can be
quite a challenge.
So the translation process became a journey of discovery for me and for each translator.
Along the way we recognized that there are essentially four ways in which to convert the
channeled session from one language to another:
1. Direct word-for-word translation. This is much the same way a typical computer might
translate a passage automatically; yet in the end the passage makes no sense to the
reader of the translated language.
2. Translation with retention of original meaning. The objective here is a completed
translation that is as close to the original English words and terms as possible while still

making sense of the information in the new language. Essentially this involves first a
direct translation with as little change as possible. Next a second reading is made in
the new language version to correct translated terms and passages so that they make
sense. Finally comes the challenge of reading the translated version alongside the
original English version while mentally attempting to translate back to the English
version; this is where most meaningful discrepancies are found and where bias can
best be eliminated.
3. Interpretation of the original text. Unfortunately, that is the mechanism by which most
of the great religious books have been handed down for thousands of years, with
individual and group interpreters adding their own personal bias to specific passages
or entire chapters. Thus it becomes a challenge for the translator to avoid adding or
subtracting information or interpreting it in terms of their own personal beliefs.
Interpretation is the least desirable approach for translation of spiritual channeling
sessions.
4. Translation of a translation. This is much like making an electronic copy of a copy of a
copy, with each subsequent copy losing some of the quality of the original. For the
initial translations in this book, translators were not provided copies of other language
translations so as to ensure that they were focusing on the original text. Only for the
final review were all the translations provided to all the translators so that they might
compare the meaning of specific words or phrases to identify possible discrepancies or
better understand unfamiliar terms.
The process of translation is made even more complex by the parallel processes of
receiving and understanding messages intended for each reader or translator. We must always
keep in mind that spiritual writing has a different meaning for every reader. Throughout my life
I have heard spiritual experts and religious clerics state in reference to some recently read
aspect of their favorite spiritual book, “I read that passage many times, but I never fully
understood or appreciated it until today.” Here we see multiple processes at work:
1. Great spiritual writing was and continues to be both “divinely inspired” and “divinely
inspiring.” Each reader may be inspired in a different way, and that inspiration often
changes or evolves over time according to their needs. This is the root of most
religious debate.
2. The message and inspiration intended by the Divine Source varies for each individual
reader, and that message will get through in its own way. For example, no one living
on the planet today can read the complete text of the Bhagavad Gītā, the Qur'an, the I
Ching, the Bible, the Vedas or any other great religious text and receive a full,
comprehensive understanding during the first reading. There is simply too much
information—too many messages—to absorb in a single reading. Moreover, such texts
were divinely inspired and are designed or intended to inspire all subsequent readers

in some way. Each reader is, indeed, inspired in their own unique way and as an
extension of their personal faith.
3. Messages and inspiration get through to the individual reader in their own time and at
the right time. Most people of spiritual faith eventually come to accept that their
personal divinity will find a mechanism to communicate with them in different ways
according to their spiritual needs at any given moment in their lives. This is most
apparent in response to a specific prayer, and it is one of the most common ways in
which we recognize the Divine Presence in our lives. Even the greatest religious and
spiritual leaders of today refer often to their spiritual texts to find an answer—a
message or inspiration—which best fits a given question at a given time; it is as if the
answer or message was there waiting for them all the time; waiting for the right time,
the right life conditions, or the right question.
The process of translating even very brief spiritual texts provides an opportunity for the
Divine Presence to communicate specific messages and inspiration to specific readers and
translators. Thus we must recognize that spiritual writing has a different meaning for every
reader at different times.
Spiritual writing also creates a different inspirational reaction within each translator. I
implicitly trust that each translator translated the original text and meaning as faithfully and
honestly as possible, just as has been done by the faithful for thousands of years. Yet the
words and meaning echo in the heart of each translator and reader with slightly different
inspirational messages. I would even venture to predict that most or perhaps even all of those
who generously devoted their personal time to the translations in this book will read it again at
some future date and discover both a new meaning for some individual passage or another
way in which to enhance their personal translation. The initial translation was not wrong; in
fact it was perfect for that translator at the time it was transcribed onto the page.
This is exactly how the process of spiritual inspiration is supposed to work. The Divine
Presence in our lives plants the good seeds of inspiration with full awareness that each such
seed will sprout into its own unique message for each reader.
In the end I came to realize that this is only the beginning of a process which will endure
for perhaps decades to come. The translations in this book are not intended to initiate a
debate on accuracy or on interpretive meaning. To the contrary, they are intended to
encourage each reader to engage in the process in their own way. I believe that people of
many faiths and of many countries, languages and dialects will accept the same challenge as
the participants in this book to create their own translation of the original text. In so doing,
they will listen with their hearts to the messages and divine inspiration which were uniquely
meant for them.
I have listened with my heart perhaps several hundred times to the original channeled
information. I believe it transmits only positive and loving messages to every reader. I believe

in the process of translation by as many people as possible of these words, their meaning, and
even their inspirational messages. I believe it will find acceptance in schools, universities,
seminaries, churches, synagogues and other centers of learning around the world, where the
participants will be encouraged to make their own translations for individual inspiration and as
a source for thoughtful group discussions. And along that journey, many will come to believe
that the time spent listening and translating with their heart was among the best hours they
ever invested.
After all, is the information in this book really so different from the heart-felt spiritual
beliefs of all people of all religious persuasions? Or does it simply confirm that which is
indelibly inscribed in the hearts of all the children of the Divine Creator?

Submitting Your Own Personal Translation
Ideally, the marvelous message captured in this book in eleven languages and dialects will
eventually become translated into all languages and dialects. Those readers who make the
effort to translate the text in Chapter 1 (original English version) into their own language and
dialect and who are brave enough to submit their translation to eSpirit Publishing for possible
publication are encouraged to email a copy to John J. Kelly at: jjpkelly@mindspring.com. It is
anticipated that some will be selected for publication in a subsequent volume of this book and
possibly on a dedicated web site. If selected, a release form and photo will be required from
the translator(s); no fee will be paid to the translator(s), although one copy of a published
version will be sent to the translator(s).
Please follow the process of “translation with retention of original meaning” as discussed
in the preceding chapter of this book. Also use the following guidelines:
0

Font should be 12-point Times New Roman (or Times Roman); international language
characters accepted (e.g., Cyrillic, Arabic, Mandarin Chinese).

0

Single line spacing within each paragraph; add an empty line between paragraphs.

0

Do not modify paragraph formatting (e.g., justification, spacing), and do not combine or
split any paragraphs. In the final version, there will need to be the same total number of
paragraphs as present in the English version.

0

Every effort should be made to ensure punctuation (e.g., em-dash (—), comma, semicolon, end of sentence period) is exactly as shown in this book. For those familiar with Alt
Codes, the code for an em-dash is Alt+0151; here is a link for language and punctuation
Alt Codes if needed:
http://tlt.its.psu.edu/suggestions/international/accents/codealt.html

0

Verify that all accent marks and text characters are correct for the language and dialect
used.

0

You are encouraged to have at least one other person of the mother tongue read
through the final text to be certain that it reads clearly and that all accent marks,
language symbols, and text characters are correct for the language and dialect used.

0

The name(s) of the translator(s) must be included both in English language and in the
translated language. If the submission is a group translation from a specific organization,
include the name of the organization both in English language and in the translated
language.

0

An email or physical mailing address of the translator (or lead translator for a group
translation) is required and will be used for the sole purpose of communicating in the
event the translation is considered for subsequent publication.

0

All submissions and copyrights become the property of eSpirit Publications.

Thank you in advance for your time, for the generosity of your heart, and for your
excellence in translation.

John J. Kelly

Other Volumes in the Series
As of the time of publication of this eBook, Listen With Your Heart had been translated
into 11 languages, including English. This was the first eBook in the world which contained 11
language translations within a single volume, and some of the translations represent the first
time an eBook has been made available from a major USA distributor in that language or
dialect.
The original online publication of the eBook Listen With Your Heart was the first eBook in
the world that contained 11 language translations within a single volume, including English. It
was an experimental approach uploaded to Amazon.com’s Kindle publications. Kindle does not
accept all languages, so it was necessary to capture some of the languages (e.g., Romanian,
Serbian-Cyrillic, Serbian-Latin) as photo images. These were limited to 6-inch images to allow
viewing using a standard Kindle reader. Some of the translations represent the first time an
eBook had been made available from a major USA distributor in that language or dialect.
In addition to the multi-language version—which contains all 11 original language
translations—a separate volume was published for Kindle focusing on individual language
translations, along with the original English versions. Each of the following eBook volumes was
available online at the end of 2011:













Volume 1 — Multi-lingual version (11 languages)
Volume 2 — English only
Volume 3 — English and Afrikaans
Volume 4 — English and Czech
Volume 5 — English and French
Volume 6 — English and German
Volume 7 — English and Polish
Volume 8 — English and Romanian
Volume 9 — English and Serbian Cyrillic
Volume 10 — English and Serbian Latin
Volume 11 — English and Spanish
Volume 12 — English and Swedish

Uploading photo images of language versions not supported by Kindle has some significant
limitations. Most notable is an inconsistency when Kindle automatically resizes photo images.
Image quality also suffers when converted within Kindle Desktop Publishing, thereby affecting
the quality of text displayed as an image.
For these reasons, we have begun to convert Listen With Your Heart into PDF files that can
be downloaded from The Soul Channel internet web site and should be available later in 2013:
http://thesoulchannel.net/

The PDF versions should be viewable using most eBooks, laptops and tablets, including the
iPad; UniCode conversions will be applied where functional. However, conversion to all
languages and dialects will continue to be a challenge and may require an alternative imaging
approach. The Russian translation will be the first one uploaded and will represent a good test.
Thank you in advance for your patience as well as for your continuing support.
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